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Motivation

Recent work [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc.] has shown that conversational models can be trained in
a completely end-to-end and data-driven fashion, without any hand-coding. However,
such prior work has been mostly applied to chitchat, as this is the salient trait of the
social media data (e.g., Twitter [1]) utilized to train these systems. To effectively move
beyond chitchat, fully data-driven models would need grounding in the real world and
access to external knowledge (textual or structured), in order to produce system responses that are both substantive and “useful”. Figure 1 illustrates this desideratum:
while an ideal response would directly include entities relevant to the current conversation, most state-of-the-art neural conversation models produce responses that are

User input: Going to Kusakabe tonight.
Neural model: Have a great time!
Human: You’ll love it! Try omasake, the best in town.
Figure 1: Contrasting chatty and bland response of a fully data-driven conversation model (Neural model) with an ideal response (Human).
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conversationally appropriate, but often bland [6], purely chatty, and lacking entities
and factual content. Such models contrast with conventional dialog systems, which
can readily inject entities and facts into responses, but often at the cost of significant
hand-coding (e.g., slot filling).
In DSTC6 [7], the “End-to-End Conversation Modeling” track (Track 2) offered to
build fully data-driven systems trained on Twitter customer support data, therefore providing a valuable opportunity to investigate the possibility of fully data-driven conversation in a more goal-oriented scenario than casual chitchat. However, the generation
of goal-oriented responses from social media faces several challenges as explained in
our DSTC6 system description [8]. First, social media is constituted almost entirely of
chitchat, which requires very aggressive filtering (i.e., by customer support user IDs)
of Twitter data to produce a goal-oriented dataset. This kind of filtering limits the ability of the model to learn the backbone of general conversation, and hinders its ability
to mix goal-oriented responses with chatty replies. Second, task-oriented respondents
(e.g., customer support) generally avoid responding publicly—often because of customer privacy concerns—and therefore tend to take the exchange offline (e.g., by email
or Twitter direct message) early in the conversation, well before the task has been completed or abandoned. Such a behavior makes it difficult to devise reward functions and
to measure success in the task.
By contrast, we argue that dialog shouldn’t necessarily be either completely goaloriented or completely chitchat. This is often reflected in real human-human data,
which often combines the two genres. There is also a wide continuum on which a
dialog system can have a practical purpose: On one end, task-oriented dialog systems
are designed for concrete goals, but to this day still require hand-crafting a fair amount
of information specific to the domain or task. On the other end of the continuum, there
are chitchat dialog systems that are sometimes seen as less useful, even though they do
fulfill a social role and promote user engagement. Following our work “A KnowledgeGrounded Neural Conversation Model” [9], we take a middle-ground approach, combining the benefits of fully data-driven conversation with a purpose that goes beyond
purely social.
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Response Generation Task

We propose an end-to-end conversational modeling track that extends the experimental
setting of [9], a work made public in February 2017 and recently accepted at AAAI-18.
In that paper, the goal is to generate conversational responses that go beyond chitchat,
by injecting informational responses that are grounded in external knowledge (e.g.,
Foursquare as in [9], or possibly also Wikipedia, Goodreads, or TripAdvisor). Note
that in this proposed track, there is no specific or predefined goal (e.g., booking a flight,
or reserving a table at a restaurant), so this task does not constitute what is commonly
called either goal-oriented, task-oriented, or task-completion dialog. We do not see
this as a limitation—even in human-human dialogs—the underlying goal is often illdefined or not known in advance, even in work and other productive environments (e.g.,
brainstorming meetings).
The task follows the data-driven framework established in 2011 by Ritter et al. [1],
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which prevents systems from hand-coding any linguistic, domain, or task-specific information. In the knowledge-grounded setting of [9], we extend that framework, with
each system input consisting of two parts:
• Conversational input: Similarly to DSTC6 Track 2 [7], all preceding turns of
the conversation are available to the system. For practical purposes, we might
truncate the context to the K most recent turns, at least in the case of the training
data.
• Contextually-relevant “facts”: The system is given up to N factual snippets of
text (N = 20 in [9]) that are relevant to the context of the conversation. Note that
these facts may vary turn-by-turn as the discussion progresses. These snippets of
text are not drawn from any conversational data, and are instead extracted from
external knowledge sources such as Wikipedia or Foursquare.
From that input, the task it to produce a single response that is both conversationally
appropriate and informative. The proposed evaluation setup is presented in Section 4.
Note that the selection of contextually-relevant facts from a much larger pool of
facts (e.g., the entire Wikipedia or Foursquare, or a large subset thereof) is not part of
the proposed response generation task, as we want to evaluate systems on their ability
to produce good responses, and not on their retrieval performance. Therefore, the set
of contextually-relevant facts is given in advance and fixed. Optionally, we might allow
participants to evaluate their systems on a supplemental and optional task, in which
they would select these contextually-relevant facts themselves from the full collection
of facts.
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Data

We will use Reddit data for this task. In the original proposal, we planned to use Twitter
data, but have decided to use Reddit, owing to the volatility of Twitter data, as well the
technical difficulties of aligning Twitter content with data from other sources. Reddit
provides an intuitive direct link to external data in the submissions that can be utilized for this task. More details will be provided in a forthcoming update on the task
website.1
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Evaluation

We will evaluate response quality using both automatic and human evaluation. Since
we are not aiming task-oriented dialog, there is no pre-specified task and therefore
no extrinsic way of measuring task success. Instead, we will perform a per-response
evaluation judging (via Mechanical Turk) each system response’s:
• Appropriateness: this evaluation criterion asks whether the system response is
conversationally appropriate and relevant given the K immediately preceding
1 https://github.com/DSTC-MSR-NLP/DSTC7-End-to-End-Conversation-Modeling
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turns.2 Note that this judgment has nothing to do with grounding in external
sources, and is similar to quality human judgments for prior data-driven conversation models (e.g., [2]). Nevertheless, this judgment is important, as we do not
want systems to produce much less appropriate responses for the sake of being
more informational.
• Informativeness & Utility: this evaluation criterion measures the degree to which
the produced response includes information that is relevant to the user input (or
more generally to the preceding K previous turns) and whether that information
has potential utility with respect to some possible decision or action by the user.3
We will score both evaluation criteria on a 5-point Likert scale, and finally combine
the two judgments by weighting them equally. We might use either absolute scores, or
assess systems relative to [9] that could be available as a baseline. The system with best
average Appropriateness and Informativeness+Utility will be determined the winner.
In order to provide participants with preliminary results to include in their system
descriptions, we will also perform automatic evaluation using standard machine translation metrics such as BLEU [10] and METEOR [11].4
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